We received this product for review purposes. As always all opinions are honest and solely
mine.
Lice is not nice! I mean, at least that is what I have heard and hope to never have to
experience. Thanks to Fairy Tales Lice Prevention products we are not taking any chances with
JustaBXgirl’s beautiful long tresses (or mine). One of the things I heard a lot from other moms
when researching this whole littles go to school thing is that almost every school deals with the
creepy little critters at some point.
I’m hoping we will be long gone from JustaBXgirl’s school when they deal with the infestation
but again, this mama refuses to take any chances so we will be using prevention products for
Fairy Tales hair care line. As you know I don’t like putting just anything on JustaBXgirl’s hair
and skin so I’m always on the lookout for natural based products. Fairy Tales Rosemary Repel
Lice Prevention line helps prevent lice using natural plant extracts and organic herbs.
You might think to prepare for something that might not even happen is a waste of time and
worry but let us think about this clearly. I’m betting if you’re anything like me you pay for
insurance on your phone. Now, I don’t plan to drop my phone but I pay for it just in case. I love
JustaBXgirl’s hair. Every single strand on her head is important to me. If she told me tomorrow
she wanted to cut it off I would tell her okay and then go cry in the shower. I want to protect her
hair.

If I didn’t take the precaution and she came home from school with lice I would be devastated. I
feel like we would never get rid of the pests. She has long hair. I have long hair. Her female
cousins have long hair. We are all proud members of #teamlonghairdontcare and none of us
want that to change.

NYC public schools have a no lice policy but according to some mom groups I’m in it only helps
so much.
To be safe we are using these three Fairy Tale products all of which are:






Proprietary blend of organic Rosemary, Citronella, Tea Tree and Geranium oils clinically proven
effective to help prevent lice
Jojoba and Chamomile hydrate, moisturize and soothe the scalp
Gentle, safe and effective for daily use for the entire family
Free of sulfates, harsh chemicals and toxins
Gluten, soy, dairy and nut free

We also have the Lice Goodbye Mousse just to be on the safe side. I know, I’m a mess. These
are the moments that you can tell that I’m a first-time mom because I worry about things that
haven’t occurred yet. Still, I would rather be safe than sorry. And if you want to be safe too
then enter the contest below to win your own Fairy Tales package!!!

